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The International Association for Chinese Management Research (IACMR), 

founded in 2001, is a professional, academic organization to serve scholars, stu

dents, managers, and consultants who are interested in advancing knowledge 

about the management of organizations operating in the Chinese context. 

The primary goal of the Association is to promote scholarly studies of the orga

nization and management of firms by: 

• Providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and experience among 
researchers about management research in the Chinese context. 

• Facilitating international collaboration between management researchers 
around the globe. 

• Promoting the development of management research capabilities IN and 
ON China. 

• Publishing the best research on Chinese management and organizations. 

Regular activities of the IACMR include: 

• Bi-annual international conference beginning with the Inaugural Confer
ence in Beijing, China, June 17-20, 2004, the second conference in Nanjing, 
China, on June 15—18, 2006, the third conference in Guangzhou, China, on 
June 19-22, 2008, the fourth conference in Shanghai, China, on June 17—20, 
2010, the fifth conference in Hong Kong, on June 20-24, 2012, and the sixth 
in Beijing, China, on June 18-22, 2014. 

• Annual business meeting at the same site as the Academy of Management 
meeting. 

• Special lectures by distinguished professors and business leaders at the busi
ness meetings. 

• Research seminars by leading Chinese and international scholars in China. 
• Research methods and dissertation development workshops for Chinese 

scholars and doctoral students. 

• Official journal Management and Organization Review. 
• Online executive magazine Chinese Management Insights. 
• Quarterly IACMR Newsletter. 

For detailed information about IACMR activities or membership, visit our website 
(www.iacmr.org) or contact us by email at iacmr@,asu.edu (U.S.A.), iacmrfg), 
pku.edu.cn (China) or by phone 1-202-885-1489 (U.S.A.), or 8610-6275-8824 
(China). 
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in Asia 

• Top 20 worldwide in 
business research 
- Financial Times 

MBA ranking 2008 

The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology 

Located on the very doorstep of Chinese Mainland, the HKUST 
Business School is ideally positioned if you want to be at the 
forefront in creating and working on knowledge about business 
in the new Asia. 

The School boasts 140 scholars from all over the world who are 
some of the brightest in their fields and committed to the pursuit 
of research excellence. Our programs and research capability have 
been consistently recognized as the best in the region. 

All of our faculty members hold doctorates and are enthusiastic, 
high-spirited, and driven to achieve the best. The Business School 
is committed to contributing to the creation of management 
knowledge and maintaining the highest caliber of education. We 
welcome like-minded scholars to join us and explore the vast 
potential of Asia's leading business school. 

on HKUST 
BUSINESS SCHOOL www.bm.ust.hk 
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&$% titlt, Peking University, PRC 

Shirting you from a knowledge consumer to a knowledge producer 

The International Ph.D. Program 
htto://www.osm.Dku.edu.cn/prooram/iDhd 

The International Ph.D. Program (IPHD), Guanghua School of Management, 
Peking University, is designed for candidates with outstanding intellectual abilities 
and a strong commitment to research. Specifically, the objectives are to: 

• Train academic faculty for leading business schools in China and beyond; 
• Enrich the intellectual environment of Guanghua School of Management; 
• Enhance the quality of scholarly management research in China; and 
• Cultivate highly-qualified young scholars in line with mainstream research in the 

fields. 

Program Features 
• A four-year full-time program in English. 
• Research expertise following international standards and conducted by both 

full-time and visiting professors with distinguished academic credentials. 
• Academic and innovative research opportunity throughout the 4-year study. 
• Teaching assistantship for MBA and undergraduate programs available. 
• Financial aid available to all admitted students. 

Study Areas 
• Organizational behavior and human resources management, 
• Marketing, 
• Strategic management. 

Entry Eligibility 
• A PRC undergraduate who is qualified for exemption from the general Master 

admission examination. 
• A PRC graduate with a Bachelor or a Master degree from a recognized 

university with excellent academic records, 
• An international applicant with an equivalent Bachelor or a Master degree. 
• Competitive scores in GMAT or GRE, and TOEFL. 

Application 
• Please visit http://www.gsm.pku.edu.cn/program/iphd for the detailed 
information for application. 

Guanghua Contacts: Christine You (86-10- 62756701. iphd@gsrr.pKu.edu.cn) 
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Exploring New Concepts and Theories 
from Chinese Management 
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Antai doiitge or 

Antai College of Economics & Management (ACEM), SJTU is v 

one of China's leading business colleges. ACEM offers a comprehensive f 

the highest quality programs available. Our MBA program was rated 41 st among 

global MBA programs in 2008 and the Masters of Science in Management 

program was ranked 37th globally in 2009 by the Financial Times. As the first 

China-based business school to be triply accredited by EQUIS, AMBA and AACSB, it 

aims to develop the highest-level managerial talent, with thoroughly international 

perspectives and capacities, and the ability to compete in the global economy. 

Academic Achievements 

In the past few years, ACEM has undertaken a series of consulting projects for both 

government departments and enterprises. At the same time, the quantity of 

research papers published domestically and internationally in prestigious journals 

is growing steadily, reflecting the academic achievement of Antai professors. In 

theUTDTop 100 World Rankings of Business Schools Based on Research 

^Contribution (2009-2010), ACEM ranked 2nd among mainland business schools. 
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SCHOOL of MANAGEMENT 
FUDAN® University 

A leading business school in ASIA 

With GLOBAL perspectives 

Dynamic 
Established in Shanghai, the most dynamic 
commercial center of the world 

Benchmark 
The first university in China to launch business 
education 

Competence 
1 50+ scholars across 8 disciplines forming the 
most diverse and influential faculty strength 

Treasure 
A global alumni network of business elites to 
bring you to a bright future ahead 

Experience the most dynamic life with the 
School of Management,Fudan University. 

www.fdsm.fudan.edu.cn 

Meet us @ Linked (H-

91 ^ 
. EFMD 

EQUIS 
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Bilingual Magazine 

I f CMI 

Chinese Management Insights 
Based on research published primarily ii 
Management and Organization Review 

• * # $ £ & # s t - r U M ^ I I ' l i , ^ I ^ t S I f &#)&%*>&& 

Chinese Management Insights is a Chinese-English bilingual publication that converts 
leading academic research on China-related topics into summaries that can be easily read 
and used by managers. These summaries exclude most of the academic theory, research 
methodology and literature references that are in the original full papers, and focus on 
what is directly useful to managers. Most of the papers come from Management and 
Organization Review, published by the International Association for Chinese Manage
ment Research (IACMR). In addition, we will publish Chinese executives' perspective on 
management philosophy and best management practices of their companies. 

Bridging Management Research and Practice 

<f (8tf tt*H£<8f*<£ 4> 
International Association for 

Chinese Management Research 
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New-look China Economist for 2012 

ioonomistl 

China's Economic 
Outlookinto 2030: 
Transformtdio'h 
SanuIa&mandPouty 

Traito . 
i Expensive Fiscal 

Demmd Imbalance: 
A Chicken and Egg 
Problem? 

facta 
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ofEnvironmMrta1. Regulation m Chinese 
Industries 

China's Current 
jj^mtCnaracten5*1"' 
Causes and 

OunmlW 
ModrimsESficts 
ofAgr>cultural 

Cooperatives on 
jn^action Costs and 
Household Income 

Founded in 2006 and led by the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), 
China Economist is an Engl ish-
language periodical that publishes 
original academic papers and research 
reports on the Chinese economy. China 
Economist informs readers about the 
latest academic progress in Chinese 
economics and business management. 
China Economist has been listed in 
AEA's EconLit and EBSCO's Academic 
Source Premier. 

(( 41 l g ; ^ X » flJTUT 2006 ^ 3 ft , 

£ > £ # # EconLit W& EBSCO ^ J O T 

Cover price: RMB80 (HKD 120, USD 25), Contact: readeconomist@gmail.com 
ISSN: 1673-8837, Postal Distribution Code: 2-517 

Tel & Fax: (86)10-68025916 www.chinaeconomist.com.cn 

Visit www.chinaeconomist.com.cn for more subscription details, 
view contents and to sign up for FREE regular Table of Content Alerts. 
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Fax:+61 392743101 
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Offprints 
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Back Issues 
Single issues from current and recent volumes are available at the current single issue price from cs-journals@wiley.com. 
Earlier issues may be obtained from Periodicals Service Company, 11 Main Street, Germantown, NY 12526, USA.Tel:+1 518 
537 4700, Fax:+1 518 537 5899, Email: psc@periodicals.com. 
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Management and Organization Review 
Sponsored by 
Peking University and The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology 

Special Issue: Innovations in Public and Non-profit 
Sector Organizations in China 

Volume 8 Issue 3 

G. ZHIYONG LAN and JOSEPH GALASKIEWICZ 
Innovations in Public and Non-profit Sector Organizations in China 491 

YANLONG ZHANG 
Institutional Sources of Reform: The Diffusion of Land Banking 
Systems in China 507 

MEI-LING WANG 
Managing HIV/AIDS: Yunnan's Government-driven, Multi-sector 
Partnership Model 535 

FENG WANG, HAITAO YIN, and ZHIREN ZHOU 
The Adoption of Bottom-up Governance in China's Homeowner 
Associations 559 

LIHUA YANG 
Building a Knowledge-Driven Society: Scholar Participation and 
Governance in Large Public Works Projects 585 

KAZUKO KOJIMA, JAE-YOUNG CHOE, TAKAFUMI OHTOMO, 
and YUTAKA TSUJINAKA 
The Corporatist System and Social Organizations in China 609 
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